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Abstract 

Different from others, we focus on designing jamming methods for disrupting UAVs 

network efficiently. The jamming problem is formulated. Then we introduce two new 

methods (AMN-U2C and AMN-U2U) for jamming UAVs network. Both of them adopt the 

idea intending to achieve maximal number of jammed receiving links. AMN-U2C method 

searches locations for jammer by moving jammers along the path from the point of a UAV 

to the center point of others. AMN-U2U method searches by shifting jammers from the 

point of a UAV to another UAV. Finally we simulate the jamming attack on UAVs 

network using AMN-U2C, AMN-U2U, TP, GA and Random methods. The result shows 

AMN-U2U does best at most cases. 
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1. Introduction 

UAVs are used for a wide range of missions[1]. UAVs network is built upon a 

shared communication medium. It is possible to launch jamming attacks in wireless 

sensor networks[2]. The various types of jamming is provided in [3]. Ref. [2, 4] do 

work for detecting the jamming attacks. Ref. [5-8] try to avoid jamming attack and 

protect the communications. In [5, 6] the UAVs jamming problem is formulated as a 

zero-sum pursuit-evasion game, and Isaacs’ approach is used to obtain motion 

strategies for a pair of UAVs to evade the jamming attack.  Ref. [7] presents some 

methods for jamming prevention. Ref. [8] introduces mechanisms which attempt to 

protect the network from jamming attacks. 

Some techniques of jamming attack are presented in [3,9]. Jamming attack and 

network defense problems are studied for wireless sensor networks in [10]. The 

authors introduce a heuristic algorithm for an efficient jamming strategy. Ref. [6] 

provide motion strategies for an jammer to jam the communication between a pair 

of UAVs. Our previous work[11] studies the problem of jamming UAVs network. 

Triangle method and GA (Genetic Algorithm) based method are introduced. Here 

we provide our new jamming methods for achieving better jamming performance. 

Our contributions to the UAVs jamming attack research are as follows:  1) we extend 

Triangle method from [11] to TP(Three Points) method. The latter one takes a 

weaker condition than the former one; 2) we introduce AMN-U2C (Achieving 

maximal NJRL – from a UAV to the center point of other unhandled UAVs) 

jamming methods for attacking the UAVs networks. The idea of AMN-U2C is to 

achieve maximal number of jammed receiving links; 3) We also present AMN-U2U( 

Achieving maximal NJRL – from a UAV to other UAVs) jamming method which 

uses the same ideal of AMN-U2C, but uses improved greedy searching strategy and 

performs better; 4) We simulate 5 jamming methods (3 from this paper and 2 from 

[11]), compare and analyze simulation results, and give out our recommendation for 

how to choose the UAVs jamming method. 
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The UAVs jamming problem is 

introduced and analyzed in Section 2. Triangle method is extended and TP is 

presented in Section 3. New methods AMN-U2C and AMN-U2U are introduced and 

described in detail respectively in Section 4 and 5. The simulation is carried out and 

the result is analyzed in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.  

 

2. Jamming Problem Statement 
Here we assume jammers have speed as fast as expected. At this case, the 

jamming is not sensitive about UAV network topology. The Nicholson JSR model 

[12] 104log ( / )
( / )10 TR JRD D

JT JR RJ T TR RTP G G P G G  is used in this paper, where JTP is the power 

of the jammer’s transmitting antenna, TP is the power of the transmitter, TRG is the 

antenna gain from transmitter to receiver, RTG is the antenna gain from receiver to 

transmitter, JRG is the antenna gain from jammer to receiver, RJG is the antenna 

gain from receiver to jammer, Jh is the height of the jammer antenna above the 

ground, Th  is the height of the transmitter antenna above the ground, TRD is the 

Euclidean distance between transmitter and receiver, and JRD  is the Euclidean 

distance between jammer and transmitter. 
{1,2,..., }U n  denotes the set of UAVs, n is an integer and 1n  ; {1,2,..., }J m is 

the set of Jammers, m is an integer and 1m  ; Sometimes iu represents UAV i ; 

il and jl are the location of iu and Jammer j . The location of UAV is assumed to be 

restricted into its task area L . UAVs have bidirectional communication links. 

UAV iu uses i kLink  to send packets to ku . UAV ku uses i kLink  to receive packets 

from iu . *iLink  / * iLink  are used to denote UAV i ’s all sending links and all 

receiving links respectively. 

The jamming effect is denoted as jikJE . Let
1/4( / ( ))JT JR RJ T TR RTc P G G P G G , if 

JR TRD cD , then 1jikJE  ; else 0jikJE  .When 1jikJE  , UAV ku will not get packets 

from i , i.e. i kLink  is jammed by jammer j . Otherwise, i kLink  is not jammed by 

jammer j . The jamming problem can be modeled as
; ,

( )jik

j J i k U

Max z JE
 

  , subject 

to ,il L i U  . 

 

3. Three Point (TP) Method 
 

3.1. Problem Analysis 

Proposition 1: when jammer j is placed at the same location of UAV i , * iLink  will be 

disrupted. 

Proof: When jammer j is placed at the same location of UAV i , JRD will be zero. 

JR TRD cD  always holds. Therefore, * iLink  will be disrupted by jammer j . □ 

Proposition 2: if 1c  , when jammer j is placed at the same location of 

UAV i , * iLink  and *iLink  can be disrupted at the same time. 

Proof: It is possible to disrupt * iLink  (Prop.1). When jammer j is placed at the same 

location of UAV i , JRD equals to zero. a) For any other UAV k which sends packets to 

UAV i , JR TRD D is true, k iLink  is disrupted. Therefore * iLink  will be disrupted; b) For 

any other UAV k which receives packets from UAV i , JR TRD D is true, i kLink  is 

disrupted. Therefore *iLink  will be disrupted.□ 
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Proposition 3: for jamming two UAVs ( i and k ) using one jammer j , if 

condition 1c  holds, i kLink  and k iLink  can be disrupted at the same time. 

Proof: When using one jammer to jam two UAVs, there exist locations for a jammer to 

make JR TRD cD is true.  

1) When UAV i and k locate at a same location. We can find a location for jammer j to 

disrupt * iLink  (Prop.1). For UAV i and k have same location, * kLink  will be disrupted. 

Therefore i kLink  and k iLink  can be disrupted at the same time. 

2) When UAV i and k locate at different locations. It is easy to find locations for a 

jammer, through a) Drawing a line to connect UAV i and k ; b) Selecting a point on the 

line. When jammer j locates on one of these locations, JR TRD D holds for both 

UAV i and k . As shown in Figure 1 a), jammer j locates at any point on the line between 

UAV i and k , the distance between the transmitter and the receiver is ikD ( ki ikD D ); the 

distance between the receiver and the jammer is ijD and kjD . For ij ikD D and kj ikD D , so 

JR TRD cD  holds.□ 

 

UAV i

UAV k

Jammer j

Dij

Dkj

Dik

UAV i

UAV k

Diq

Dkq

Dik

UAV q

Jammer j

a) b)
 

Figure 1. Jamming Two UAVS with One Jammer 

Theorem 1: for jamming any 3 UAVs (UAV i , k and q ) with one jammer j , if 

condition 1c  hold, all links among these UAVs can be disrupted at the same time. 

Proof:  

1) When UAV i , k and q locate at the same location. Proposition 1 has shown 

that * iLink  , * kLink  , * qLink  can be disrupted at the same time. 

2) When two UAVs locate at same one location and the third one locates at 

another different location. Without loss of generality, let UAV i and k locate at 

location 1loc , UAV q locates at location 2loc . If jammer j is placed at 1loc , a) 

i kLink  and k iLink  will be disrupted (Prop.1); 

b) i qLink  , q iLink  , k qLink  and k iLink  can also be disrupted (Prop.3). 

3) When UAV i , k and q locate at different location iloc , kloc and qloc respectively. 

The distance between two UAVs is ikD , iqD and kqD . Without loss of generality, 

let ik iq kqD D D   as shown in Figure 1 b). Considering such a case that jammer j is 

placed at iloc . a) i kLink  , i qLink  , k iLink  and q iLink  will be disrupted (Prop.2); 

b) k qLink  is disrupted because of iq kqD D ; c) q kLink  is disrupted because of 

ik kqD D .□ 

 
3.2. TP Jamming Algorithm 

We present TP jamming method for the UAV network. It is based on Theorem 1. The 

detail of TP method is shown in Algo 1. Step T1-3 initializes the variables. All UAVs are 

put into a temporary set UAVS in T1. Variable LOC is a set used to store the locations found 

for jammers. It is initialized as an empty set in T2. Variable lastu save the UAV searched 

last time. It is used to avoid searching for a UAV twice. Next searching process will start 
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with a UAV different from lastu . 

 

Step T4-21 is used to find appropriate locations for jammers. T4 starts a loop. The loop 

stops till all UAVs are removed from UAVS .Variable Foundq denotes whether a location is 

found. At the begging of iteration, it is initialized to false . T6 computes the number of 

UAVs in UAVS . If there is only one UAV, then the location of the UAV will be added to 

set LOC in T7. T8 checks whether the number of elements in UAVS is 2. If so, the midpoint 

of the two UAVs is added to set LOC . Function GetMidLoc in T9 returns the midpoint of 

two UAVs.  

 

If there are 3 or more UAVs in UAVS , we use a third point searching method to find the 

locations for jammers. Function RandomUAV( , )UAVSet u in T11 and T12 returns a UAV 

inUAVSet , which is different from u . The search begins with two random UAVs iu and 

ku ( i ku u , i lastu u and k lastu u ). A temporary set UAV2S is used to save the UAVs in 

UAVS except iu and ku . Then T14-15 starts a for loop to search the third UAV qu which 

meets the condition ik kqD D and iq kqD D . If a UAV is found, Foundq is set to true in T16, 

and qu is removed from UAVS in T17. The for iteration continues till all UAVs in UAV2S are 

visited. When the for loop stops, T18 checks whether one or more UAVs are found. If 

found, the location of iu is added to set LOC in T19, iu and ku are removed from UAVS in T20. 

 

Variable lastu is replaced with iu in T20, and a new while iteration will begin at T4. When 

the while loop (T4) stops, all locations are found and saved in set LOC . 

Function AssignLoc( , )LOC J in T22 assigns the found locations to jammers. If LOC (the 

number of found locations) is equal to or bigger than J (the number of jammers), then 

first J locations in LOC are assigned to the jammers, as shown in step AL1-3. 

If LOC J , all locations are assigned to LOC jammers, and the rest of other jammers 

are assigned with random values in AL4-8. 

 

3.3. Computational Complexity 

In Algorithm 1, the while loop (step 4) will run N times at most, N is the number of 

UAVs. The for loop (step 14) will run ( -2)N times at most. So the code from step 1 to 21 

has computational complexity of O( )2N . The code of step A.1 to A.3 has computational 

complexity of O( )N . The code of step A.4 to A.8 has computational complexity of O( )M , 

where M is the number of jammers. The computational complexity of 

function AssignLoc is O(max( , ))NmM . Therefore TP algorithm has O( )2N  computational 

complexity. 

 

4. AMN-U2C Jamming Method 
 

4.1. Analysis 

If a jammer moves towards a UAV, the distance between them ( JRD ) will decrease. If a 

jammer get close enough to a UAV, JR TRD cD  may hold. We define AJRL to represent an 

area in which the receiving link is disrupted by a jammer. i kAJRL  is an area in which if a 

jammer located, the receiving link from UAV i to k will be disrupted. The shape 

of i kAJRL  is a sphere, and the center of the sphere is the point that UAV k locates. A UAV 

has 1n AJRLs , n is the number of UAVs,. As shown in Figure 2, 1 2AJRL  represents the 
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jamming area in which if a jammer locates, UAV 2 is not able to successfully receive 

packets from UAV 1. The radius of i kAJRL  depends on the distance between UAV i and k . 

The whole area, which is a union i k

i U

AJRL 



 , is referred as * kAJRL  . When a jammer is 

placed at a certain location, it may locate in zero, one, two or more AJRLs . 
NJRL represents the number of receiving links jammed by a jammer in a specific location. 
NJRL will be different if jammer is placed at different points, as shown in Figure 2. 

 

4.2. AMN-U2C Algorithm 

AMN-U2C method is based on such an idea that 1) estimating the NJRL according to 

UAVs’ AJRLs ; 2) searching locations on the line from a UAV to the center of other 

UAVs, as shown in Figure 3. The location with maximal NJRLs is selected; 3) avoiding 

placing a jammer to locations already covered. 

 
AJRL: Area for jamming receiving link

NJRL: Number of jammed receiving links
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Figure 2. AJRL and NJRL 
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Figure 3. Moving Direction 
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Figure 4. AMN-U2U 

AMN-U2C algorithm (Alog.2) firstly calls function AJRL() to generate all AJRL s in 

step M1. Then it begins to search locations for jammers from M2 to M14. When a jammer 

is assigned a location, it will be marked as assigned. One jammer j is selected in M3, 

which has not been assigned a location. A UAV u unhandled is selected in M4, and its 

location will be set as the starting point sp of jammer j in M6. If such an unhandled UAV 

does not exist, then the while loop (M2) will be broken, and the algorithm go to M15. In 

M7, the center point of all unhandled UAVs will be computed and save to variable cp . 

Point cp is set as the destination of the searching path. AMN-U2C algorithm 

uses L steps/iterations to move jammer j from sp to cp (M8). For each iteration (from M9 

to M11), function Fitness() is used to compute jammer j ’s jamming effect, and the 

returned result is saved to variable f . Fitness f is then compared with the temporary best 

fitness value. If f is greater, then the temporary best fitness value is updated to f , and the 

jammer j ’s current location is used to replace the best point bp . After achieving the best 

position, it is assigned to jammer j in M12. UAV u is marked as handled and jammer j is 

marked as assigned in M15-16, to avoid searching them again. 

 

For the while loop (from M2 to M14) may be broken, when an unhandled UAV does 

not exist, there may exist jammers which are unassigned locations. Therefor step M15 and 

M16 are used to assign random locations to all unassigned jammers. 

 

Function AJRL() calculates all AJRL s and saves them in a two-dimensional 

array arrAJRL  (A1 to A6). Function Pos() returns the position of a UAV or jammer. 

Function Dis() returns the distance between two points. The center of AJRL is set to the 

position of the UAV in A4. Step A4-5 compute ikd (the distance between two UAVs), and 

the radius of AJRL is set to ikcd . 

 

The function Fitness( )point (from Figure 1-7) is used to compute the fitness value of a 

point. The total jammed links is saved to variable njrl which is initialized to 0 in Figure 1. 

Firstly, it checks whether the point locates in a UAV’s AJRL .The distance between the 
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point and a specific UAV is computed and saved in variable dis in Figure 3. If dis is less 

than the UAV AJRL ’s radius, variable njrl (initialized as 0 in Figure 1) is increased by 1 

in Figure 6. That means if a jammer placed at the point, the UAV iu cannot get packets 

from ku through the receiving link. The process continues after all UAV’s AJRLs are 

checked. Finally, the njrl of the point is returned as the fitness value. 

 

Algorithm 1: TP algorithm 

UAV

UAV

UAV

UAV

UAV

UAV UAV

UAV

UAV

TP()

T1.

T2.

T3.

T4. while

T5. =
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i k
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Algorithm 2: AMN-U2C 

algorithm 
AMN-U2C()

M1.   AJRL()

M2.   while not all jammers are assigned locations

M3.            select one unassinged jammer 

M4.            search one unhandled UAV 

M5.                   if  doese not exist 

j

u

u then break

M6.            set the point of as the start point 

M7.            compute  of other unhandled UAVs 

M8.            move to using steps

M9.            for each step compute Fitness(

u p
s

p
c

p p
s c

f 

L 

)  

M10.                 if is the best one then 

M11.                       save current point as    

M12.           assign to jammer 

M13.           mark UAV  is handled 

M14.           mark jamme

f

p
b

p j
b

u

r  is assigned

M15.  for each unassigned jammer 

M16.       assign random location to  

j

j

j

F1.  0

F2.  for each

F3.       Dis(Pos( ), )

F4.       for each

F5.          if ( . ) 

     

FUNCTION Fitnes

           and (  is not coverd)

F6.        

s

 

)

 

(

 

i

i

k

ki

ki

njrl

u U

dis u

u U

dis arrAJRL Radius

arrAJR

point

point

L











     

F7.  return 

njrl

njrl

 

 

 

Algorithm 3: : AMN-PSO 

algorithm 

best

best

best

AMN-PSO()

N1.   AJRL()

N2.   for each jammer 

N3.            0

N4.            for 

N5.                   =Fitness(Pos( ))

N6.                   if  >

N7.                        

N8. 

j J

f

u U

f u

f f

f f









best

best

                       

N9.             assign Pos( ) to jammer 

N10.           remove ARJLs coverd by 

u u

u j

j



 

 

4.3. Computational Complexity 

In Algorithm 2, it is obvious that both function AJRL() and function Fitness()  have 

computational complex of O( )2N , where N is the number of UAVs. The while  loop 
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(from step M2 to M16) has M iterations at most. The computational complex of step M3 

is O( )M and O( )N respectively. When computing the center point of unhandled UAVs (in 

step M7), at most N iterations are needed. The for loop (in step M9) runs L times. During 

each iteration, the fitness of the jammer is computed by calling function Fitness() .  So the 

computational complex from step M8 to M11 is O( )2LN . The step from M15 to M16 has 

computational complex of O( )M . Therefore, the overview computational complex of 

AMN-U2C algorithm 

is 2O( ) O( ( )) O( ) O( ( )) O( )        2 2 2 2N M M N N N M M M N M M NL L L . 

 

5. AMN-U2U (Achieving Maximal NJRL-From A UAV to Another 

UAV) 
 

5.1. Analysis 

AMN-U2U method is based on such an idea that 1) estimating the NJRL according to 

UAVs’ AJRLs ; 2) searching locations by moving jammers from one UAV to another. The 

location with maximal NJRLs is selected; 3) avoiding placing a jammer to locations 

already covered. 

The AJRLs are computed firstly. AMN-U2U computes the NJRLs of each UAV’s 

location. Secondly, it selects the location with maximal NJRLs and assigns the location to 

a jammer. Thirdly, the AJRLs which are covered by the jammer are removed. By doing 

this, it can avoid placing two or more jammers in a same location or its neighborhood. 

Again, the AMN-U2U computes the NJRLs of each UAV, selects the maximal one for the 

next jammer and removes the related AJRLs. The process goes on till all jammers are 

assigned locations.  

For example, the AJRLs of four UAVs and the NJRLs of each UAV’s location are 

computed and shown in Figure 4 a). UAV 3 has maximal NJRL of 6. It is selected firstly. 

Its location is assigned to jammer 1 and all AJRL covered by jammer 1 are removed, as 

shown in Figure 4 b). Secondly, as shown in Figure 4 c), UAV 1 is selected; its location is 

assigned to jammer 2; and all AJRL covered by jammer 2 are removed. Thirdly, UAV 4 is 

selected and the next operation is shown in Figure 4 d). The process goes on till all 

jammers are assigned locations. 

 

5.2. AMN-U2U Algorithm 

AMN-U2U algorithm (Algorithm 3) firstly calls function AJRL() to generate 

all AJRLs in step N1. It looks for locations for each jammer. Variable bestf saves the best 

fitness value and is initialized to 0 in step N3. A for loop (from N4 to N8) is used to find 

the UAV which has best fitness value. During each iteration, it computes the fitness value 

of UAV u and saves to variable f in step N5. From N6 to N8, if f is greater than bestf , 

then bestf is updated by f and UAV u is saved as the best UAV variable bestu . After the best 

UAV is found, its location is assigned to a jammer in step N9. Then all ARJLs covered by 

this jammer will be removed in step N10. The process goes on till all jammers get 

assigned. 

 

5.3. Computational Complexity 

In Algorithm 3, function AJRL() and function Fitness()  have computational complex 

of O( )2N , where N is the number of UAVs. So the for loop (from N4 to N8) has 

computational complex of O( )3N .The main loop (from step N2 to N10) has M iterations 

at most. The overall computational complex of AMN-U2U is O( )3M N . 
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6. Simulation 

For evaluating the jamming performance, we define a metric RJT which represents the 

ratio of jammed links to total links. It is computed 

by
, , , ,

JammedLink / Linki k i k

i k U i k i k U i k

 

   

  . The simulation scenario is set as the same in [11]. 

The moving radius and height are set to 20km and 9km respectively. The simulation uses 
{1,2,.., 20}  jammers to jam the UAVs communication network with {20,30,..,120}  UAV 

nodes respectively. The Random method, GA method and Triangle method (extended as 

TP method here) from [11] are also used for comparing. 

From Figure 5 6, it is obvious that for any kind of jamming method, more jammers 

yield higher RPL. It is easy to understand, many hands make light work. Normally, a 

jammer blocks some communication links in specific UAVs networks. Suppose, 

-1( 1)m m  jammers are used to jamming a UAVs network, when the thm jammer is added, 

the number of total blocked links may increase. For there may exist links ( 0)links  which 

can be blocked by the thm jammer, but are not blocked by other -1m jammers. When 

the thm jammer is added, the number of total blocked links will increase by links . 

Therefore, the jamming performance may be better when using more jammers, regardless 

of the jamming methods adopted. 

The Random jamming method performs worst at most cases. That is because it 

randomly places the jammers without any optimizing operations. The GA jamming 

method uses genetic algorithm to search locations for jammers. It performs better than the 

Random jamming method. TP jamming method is the extension of Triangle method[11]. 

It does similarly as Triangle method does. If JSR is set to 0.2, when jamming the UAVs 

network with nodes number range from 20, 30 to 120 respectively, TP method does better 

than both GA method and Random method. 

 

 

Figure 5. Simulation Result (JSR C=0.2 

 

Figure 6. Simulation Result (JSR C=0.4) 
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It is easy to get that AMN-U2C does better than GA and Random method. AMN-U2C 

method performs better than TP method at following cases. 1) When the UAVs network 

has 20 nodes, using 7 or more jammers; 2) When the UAVs network has 40 nodes, using 

16 or more jammers. As JSR c is set to 0.2, the condition of 1c   does not hold, so TP 

method may not assure all the links of the three nodes can be blocked by one jammer. But 

it can block some of them. With the number of jammers increasing, the performance 

increases, and TP method may output better result than AMN-U2C does. It is obvious in 

Figure 5 and Figure 6 AMN-U2U jamming method is the best one among these methods. 

It outputs best jamming result at all cases. 

 

 

Figure 7. Simulation Result (JSR C=0.6) 

 

 

Figure 8. Simulation Result (JSR C=0.8) 

Figure 7 and 8 show the similar result as Figure 5 and 6: 1) For all methods, more 

jammers yield higher jamming performance; 2) Random method output the worst result. 

GA method does better than Random method; 3) AMN-U2C and TP method do better 

than GA does. At most cases, TP method can output higher RPLs than TP method. 

However, sometimes AMN-U2C performs better; 4) AMN-U2U outputs best jamming 

result at all cases among the five jamming methods. 
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Figure 9. Simulation Result (JSR C=1.0) 

Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the results which simulated with variable 1.0c   and 
1.2c   respectively. The same conclusion can also be drawn as previously described. 

Furthermore, with a higher variable ( 1)c  , the jamming performances of these methods 

get closer. The difference among Random, GA, TP and AMN-U2C methods is not 

significant anymore. However, AMN-U2U is clearly the best one. 

 

7. Conclusion 

UAVs network are wildly used, especially in military fields. Unlike researches on 

avoiding jamming attacks, we focus on designing methods for efficiently disrupting the 

communication network. Firstly, the UAVs jamming problem is formulated and analyzed. 

Secondly, Triangle method is extended to TP method. Triangle method is derived from 

condition. In TP method, the condition becomes which is weaker. Thirdly and most 

importantly, we introduce two new methods. Both AMN-U2C and AMN-U2U methods 

intend to achieve maximal number of jammed receiving links. AMN-U2C method 

searches locations for jammer by moving jammers along the path from the point of a 

UAV to the center point of others. However, AMN-U2U method searches locations by 

shifting jammers from the point of a UAV to another UAV. Finally, AMN-U2C, AMN-

U2U, TP methods, including GA, Random methods from [11], are simulated. The 

simulation result shows: 1) for all methods, more jammers lead to higher jamming 

performance; 2) Random method output the worst result. GA method does better; 3) 

AMN-U2C and TP method do better than GA does. At most cases, TP method can output 

higher RPLs than TP method. However, sometimes AMN-U2C performs better; 4) with a 

higher variable , the difference among Random, GA, TP and AMN-U2C methods is not 

significant anymore; 5)AMN-U2U outputs best jamming result at all cases among the five 

jamming methods. 

The computational complex of AMN-U2U, AMN-U2C, TP, GA, Random are,  ,  ,   

and  , where  is the number of UAVs,  is the number of jammers,  is the steps from one 

point to the center point of UAVs,  and are the number of solutions and the number of 

evolution iterations in GA method. Therefore, when jamming UAVs network, we suggest 

1) if the number of UAVs is not great, AMN-U2U should be selected; 2) if fast 

computing is required, TP jamming method is the first choice; 3) if variable is big 

enough, AMN-U2U, AMN-U2C, TP and GA methods are all acceptable. 
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